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Greene, Herbert Gary. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 1984 EFFICIENT 
CONTEXTUAL MEASURES FOR CLASSIFICATION OF MULTISPECTRAL 
IMAGE DATA. Major Professor: Philip H. Swain.
The most common method for labeling multispectral image data classifies each 
pixel entirely on the basis of its own spectral signature. Such a method neither 
utilizes contextual information in the image nor does it incorporate secondary 
information related to the scene. This exclusion is generally due to the poor 
cost/performance efficiency of most contextual algorithms and a lack of knowledge 
concerning how to relate variables from different sources.
In this research, several efficient spatial context measures are developed from 
different structural models for four-nearest-neighbor neighborhoods. Most of these 
measures rely oh simple manipulations of label probabilities generated by a 
noncontextual classifier. They are efficient computationally and are effective in 
improving classification' accuracy over ' the' noncontextual result. Among other 
schemata^ the measures include: average label probabilities in a neighborhood; label 
probabilities; combined ’ as' a function of a metric in the label probability space; and 
context through semantic constraints within a Bayesian framework. In addition, an 
efficient implementation of a contextual classifier based on compound decision theory 
is developed through a simplification of the structure of the contextual prior 
probability^ No accuracy is lost through the simplification, but computational speed is 
increased 15-fold.
Finally, a procedure to combine label probabilities from independent data sources 
is proposed. A mechanism for combining the label probabilities from each of the 




The most copmon method for labeling multispeetral image data eollected from 
airborne or spaceborne remote sensing devices classifies each pixel individually and 
independently. Such a method neither utilizes contextual information in the image 
nor incorporates secondary data related to the scene. This exclusion is generally due 
to the poor cost/performance efficiency of most contextual algorithms and a lack of 
knowledge on how to relate variables from different sources. In fact, the 
computational burden associated with moving aperture calculations or neighborhood 
statistical inference often precludes their use even in cases where considerable accuracy 
improvements may accrue.
In this research, the common goal uniting the various investigations is decreasing 
the cost of context use through development of schemata which efficiently incorporate 
contextual information into classification procedures. We approach the construction 
of contextual measures through theoretically based schemata and also through 
heuristic procedures stemming from a combination of theoretical and intuitive 
development. Additionally, a procedure is developed which combines information 
from separate sources without prior assumptions concerning the nature of their 
interrelationship.
1.1 Background
In the analysis of multispectral scanner data, most textural and contextual 
techniques are evaluated against performance baselines established using pointwise 
classifications. Such pointwise! procedures have well developed data models, decision
structures and learning techniques, as detailed in general sources like Swain & Davis 
[SI], Duda fe Hart [Dl] and Fukunaga [FI]. These books encompass the essentials of 
pointwise classifier design, including parametric and nonparametric data models, linear 
and nonlinear decision boundaries, and statistical and nonstatistical learning 
techniques.
One research approach at tern ptiirg to improve on the pointwise results is the 
development of texture models. A majority of the techniques contained in Haralick’s 
j exhaustive survey on tex ture: [IIa2] are similar in that they establish certain model- 
based computational algorithms which quantify the textural information. The 
requisite calculations are usually performed within an n x n aperture, with the results 
providing additional features which are used to augment the center pixel’s spectral 
information. The computational burden is proportional to the aperture area required 
by the textural features, and the computations must be performed for every pixel in 
the scene. One representative, the ’’gray tone spatial dependency” matrix approach, 
establishes algorithms which quantify the textural information into categories such as 
entropy and orientation [Hal]. Another representative approach uses frequency 
information provided by a two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform to characterize 
textural details in a scene [Wei]. Each technique attempts to increase the useful 
information ayailable at each pixel by providing measures which represent prevailing 
textural characteristics in the pixel's neighborhood. The actual classification is 
performed using a conventional pointwise classifier with the new feature set composed 
of spectral and textural components.
The use of textural features is only one of the many approaches which attempt 
to exploit a pixel’s context. Many techniques make little or no use of apertures and 
textural calculations, prefering instead to exploit simpler relationships in smaller 
neighborhoods; An approach called ECHO (Extraction and Classification of 
Homogeneous Objects) proceeds by simply growing regions using local homogeneity 
tests. The resultant regions are then classified as single objects [Kl]. Another 
technique estimates a contextual prior probability distribution to guide classification 
decisions [S2j. This procedure showed promise in earlier research but its practical
application was.hampered by massive compuational requirements.
A rather novel approach which has received a lot of attention recently is 
probabilistic relaxation labeling [Rol][Ril][Ri2]. Here* pixel labels tentatively 
established by a pointwise classification are modified through the iterative use of a 
relaxation process. Contextual information is incorporated through a neighborhood 
function tvithin this iterative process. A more general notion of context, which 
reaches beyond the information extracted from spatial relationships in the spectral 
data, is utilized in ’’supervised” relaxation [Ri3]. Such a technique guides the label 
modification process by ihcorporating secondary data into the relaxatioh algorithm.
1.2 Organization df the Thesis
In chapter 2, several very simple structural assumptions are exploited concerning 
tlie nature of neighborhood context. The most successful of these, the homogeneous 
neighborhood assumption, which assumes that all thepixels within a four-nearest- 
neighbor area are from the same information class, is analyzed to determine the most 
appropriate manner of incorpOfating the neighborhood information. This investigation 
leads to a dynamic incorporation scheme which compares favorably with probabilistic 
relaxation labeling while avoiding some of the computational difficulties of that 
procedure.
The hbmogeneoiis neighborhood assumption is treated statistically in chapter 3. 
A method ii developed which isolates pixels for which the assumption is inappropriate. 
Once isolated, these pixels are classified by other algorithms, several of which are 
discussed.
An artificial ihtelligence procedure which formulates contextual information as a 
set of semantic constraints is explored in chapter 4. This approach, previously 
associated with word recognition, is restructured into a two-dimensional procedure. 
Several methods for incorporating the contextual constraints are analyzed. This 
research culminates in a novel dynamic programming implementatioh of the 
compound decision theory approach which avoids the computational overhead with 
\^hibh the original procedure was burdened.
In chapter 5, our emphasis is on secondary data incorporation, an area which has 
received only limited attention. A heuristic combination method is developed and 
evaluated for combining label probabilities derived from independent data sources.
CHAPTER 2
ELEMENTARY CONTEXTUAL RELATIONS
The contextual utilization schemata developed in this chapter are based on very 
simple assumptions concerning the local contextual structure in a scene. The initial 
procedures, whose success provided the direction for this research, simply assume that 
small localities are homogeneous with tespect to information class. Subsequent 
schemata relax this basic assumption either through tacitly allowing inhomogeneous 
local configurations or by adjusting the relative influence of neighbors in the final 
classification based on considerations other than homogeneity. The most successful 
modification is a dynamic weighting scheme which operates iteratively in a manner 
similar to that of probabilistic relaxation labeling.
All of the procedures are original, with the exception of those described for 
comparative purposes. They invariably rely on simple computational procedures and 
small (myopic) neighborhoods to ensure rapid computation.
21 Basic Concepts
The cbricept which is most useful; in establishing the fundamental approach of 
these schemata is that of posterior certainty . The notation below will prove helpful in 
establishing its meaning,
X : m-dimensional feature vector
cjj : spectral class
Q : set of n spectral classes
6p(X[ o>i) : class-conditional distribution of X
P(wj) : prior probability of the class
The foregoing definitions stem from typical classification scenarios. For example, 
the feature vector X is usually composed of elements which are a proper subset of the 
elements iu the measurement vector. The spectral classes themselves are refined 
through a clustering technique and then characterized by a, parametric statistical 
model, usually
p(xh) 1
/O 1/22 jtPh X,
cxp(-i/2(X-Mi)TEi“1(X-Mi)) (2.1)
where Ej and Mj are respectively the covariance matrix and mean vector for the ith 
class. Subsequent classification decisions are achieved through the establishment of 
decision boundaries in the feature space by a decision rule.
The Bayesian approach to the design of these decision boundaries is through the 
minimization of the expected posterior loss. For most mapping applications, the 
decision function J(X) : X—+fl is developed under the binary loss function
L(^,f(X)).
1 if «5(X) * Wj 
0 otherwise (2.2)
The expected Value of the posterior loss is
= EpMx) [L(w,«5(X))]
= / L(Wi^X))dFP(“i|X)(a-)
7The quantity P(wj| X) is the posterior distribution of w; given the observation X and 





Since this distribution is discrete, the Riemann-Stiljes integral conveniently reduces to 
a summation, namely
MP)) = (2.5)
Assuming that 6(X) = oJ\, it immediately follows that
LPK)= S PK|X) ,
= l~P(a;i|X) ^
This loss is minimized if P(a;J X) > P(^j| X) for all u/j e Q.
This posterior loss is a measure of the risk incurred by making the particular 
decision 6(X) =..co-x] it can be used to construct a measure of the certainty of that 
decision . Define the posterior certainty as
V(X) = 1 _ Lp(wj) = P(wi| X) : ^ ^ (2-7)
The value of V(X) lies in the range [0,1] and varies inversely with the risk of the i^ 
decision in accordance with the behavior expected of a certainty measure. It also 
follows that the intuitively appealing decision to choose the label with highest
8posterior certainty is identical to the Bayesian decision and to the maximum likelihood 
rule. The single value V(X) is, in effect, an encapsulation of our knowledge about the 
nature of the pixel itself within the framework of our assumptions about the nature of 
the scene as embodied in the classifier design.
The contextual utilization algorithms will begin with this certainty measure and 
build other measures of certainty from it. These new measures will be based on 
information extracted from the four-nearest-neighbor neighborhood structure (figure 
2.1) which is the geometric neighborhood configuration used throughout this research. 
Notationally, all five neighborhood elements are included in the set denoted by J, 
while J* denotes the same set with the center pixel excluded.
2.2 Elementary Contextual Measures
The value y‘(X) is the certainty that the observation X is from a pixel belonging 
to class a>j. It is a honcontextual certainty measure in that it ignores any 
measurement data other than the observation itself. By using other information, 
particularly that from the pixels surrounding the pixel being classified, a modified 
certainty value may be computed which might be used to obtain more accurate 
classification. The efficacy of the value V(X) rests in the accuracy with which the 
underlying classifier assumptions, such as the multivariate normal characterization of 
spectral classes and the training procedures, model the real world. So too, the ability 
of contextual processing to improve a classification will rely on the appropriateness of 
its Underlying assumptions to model the actual scene.
One very simple, though restrictive, assumption is that each pixel in a 
neighborhood is of the same information class as all other pixels in that neighborhood. 
We will call this the ’’homogeneous/ neighborhood” assumption, and it leads to an 
averaging procedure in the label probability space. Such an approach is obviously 
appropriate for scenes populated by large objects, e g. agricultural fields. However, as 
we shall see, the classificatiohs based on context measures developed from this 
assumption do not cause any accuracy deterioration at boundaries relative to 
noncontextual classifications, making the use of these measures appropriate for images 




Figure 2.1 Four-nearest-neighbor neighborhood
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with an averaging approach in the feature space. However, classification, or more 
specifically, mapping into the domain of posterior (label) probabilities, is a highly 
nonlinear procedure and the averaging of certainty vectors displays different properties 
relative to classification than does the averaging of feature vectors.
Each of the four methods that are presented for generating new certainty 
measures from neighborhood data are functionally simple. The form of1 these 
"neighborhood-directed” (ND) certainty measures derives partly from the use of 
Klteenian logit [R1 j in their original specification, and partly from simple statistical 
considerations. The logic systems’ use originated from considering each certainty 
value Y(X) as an epistemologic quantity [Rel], that is, as a measure of knowledge 
about the nature of the class from which X is obtained, as asserted earlier. The 
distinction between ontological and epistemological quantities is important in the 
specification of logics, but, due to the limited use finally made of these systems in this 
research, this distinction is of |ittle consequence,
These Schemata are more easily presented if use is made of the following 
definitions.
The certainty vector for pixel with feature' vector X
r(x) = [71(X),.>.,7n(X))T
Average certainty vector over a neigborhood J :
em - #E71(Xj), • • •, |E7n(xj)]T
0 jeJ a jfj
Robust certainty vector over a neighborhood J :
♦|IX) Tli/t'lVI... •'•ori.'.“(X>!jr
jeJ .. , . JfJ
- [max71(Xj) + min71(Xj),..„maX7n(Xj) + min7n(Xi)]T
jeJ ieJ
T^his final definition for robust certainty denotes a measure which is less affected 
by certainties of an extreme nature than would be the simple average certainty 
measure. This effect is achieved by ordering the set of observations and removing the 
highest and the lowest.
The various ND certainty functions revise the certainty value associated with the 
center pixel of each neighborhood. Once determined, this new certainty value is used 
for classification in exactly the same manner as r(X) is used for a noncontextual 
classification. That is, the label associated with the class having the highest certainty 
value is assigned to the center pixel of the neighborhood for whieh the ND certainty 
values;is computed. v 7-
Four neighborhood-directed certainty functions are now defined. In each case, a 
discussion of the justification for choosing the particular measure follows the 
specification of the technique.
technique 1
-v.' - n •■■■; . - ;-r'vr,,:
T^X) = ^X) (2.8)
In this procedure, the information provided by each pixel in J, as embodied in 
their respective certainty measures, are assumed equally important. The extreme 
certainty values for each class are discarded in an effort to insensitize the function to 
anomalous observations.
technique 2
As with the previous technique, the information provided by each pixel in J is 
treated identically in generating the neighborhood-directed certainty measure. Since 
none of the neighborhood’s certainty values are discarded, this procedure assumes that 
the neighborhood is entirely homogeneous in information class.
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Technique S
T3(X) = max{<&j,(X) , F(X)} (2.10)
Here; a dichotomy is made between the certainty information embodied in the 
V(X) of the center pixel and that of the other pixels in the neighborhood. The max 
operator is identical to the Kleenian ”or” connective, indicating that the overall 
certainty for the neighborhood is the disjunction of the two measures. As with 
technique 1, the neighborhood is isolated from anomalous measures through use of the 
robust certainty operator.
Technique 4
T4(X) =^ max{©j.(X),T(X)} (2.11)
The extrema are not removed prior to establishing the neighborhood contribution 
to this certainty funtipn. In all other respects, it is.identical to the previous measure. 
It shpujd be noted that the use of the disjunction or max is a hedge against the failure 
of the homogeneous neighborhood assumption to accurately model a neighborhood. In 
the last two techniques, the neighborhood contribution to the certainty measure is 
capable of increasing the certainty value for a particular class, but it cannot lower 
that value. This will tend to preserve single cells and small fields. A tradeoff is 
anticipated since anomalies will sometimes be maintained that perhaps should have 
been removed.
Simulation Results
These techniques were initially evaluated by simulating a typical agricultural 
scene consisting of large homogeneous fields. Three spectrally unimodal information 
classes were generated the spectral data itself consisting of two simulated spectral 
channels, The means ahd the covariance matrices were specified so as to yield some 
interclass overlap in the feature space; Two data sets were generated. Data set A 
exhibited more overlap than did data set B due to the smaller statistical distances
among classes specified in the former’s construction. The measurement data were 
generated using a Box & Muller procedure [Ml] and represented the scene template in 
figure 2.2. All ND certainty measures were applied to each data set and the results 
are presented below. The maximum likelihood results ( uniform priors ) are tabulated 
for comparison.
Table 2.1. Neighborhood-directed contextual measure results 
for simulated data set A




T, , ,;.?2y J
* 157 55% , 69% 69% 65% 65% ,
106 - . ■ 45% 47% ■; 49%; ... 49% ■ 52%, ;
/ 61 - 62.%,.; 89% . ; 89% : 1 ,72% ■; 70%
total 324, ; ■■53% % 66% 66% 61% 62%
All of the neighborhood-directed certainty measures achieved classification 
accuracies superior to the noncontexual result, however there is little difference among 
the performance of the measures themselves. The comparison against the 
noncontextual baseline is particularly important as this pointwise result is the best 
\t|Leoretically' 'possible-':4ue '-to the use of data generated under the statistical 
assumptions of the classifier. However, 75% of the pixels within this scene were in 
neighborhoods satisfying the homogeneous neighborhood assumption. To determine 
the effect of significantly decreasing the percentage of occurrence of such pixels, a data 
set based on the more complex scene in figure 2.3. was developed using the statistics 
froin data set A. In this new data set, less than 35% of the pixels lie in neighborhoods 
correctly modeled by the homogeneous neighborhood assumption. Despite this, as 
shown in table 2.3., improvements are still significant. Under a homogeneous 
neighborhood world model, a tendency towards accuracy degradation at boundaries
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Figure 2.2 Simulated agricultural data image
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Figure 2.3 Simulated complex data image
Table 2.2. Neighorhood-directed contextual measure results 
for simulated data set B




:* ; 157 . 77% 96% 96% 89% 86%
; v 106 74% 89% 90% , 83% 82%
61 87% : 97% 97% ■ /: :; -95% '; 93%
total 324 78% : 94% 94% 88% 86% :
would normally be expected, However, the various measures are more robust in 
preserving boundaries than their underlying structural assumptions would suggest. If 
the boundary pixels had been modeled and generated as mixture pixels (consisting of 
more than One class), then it is likely that the improvement would have been less 
dramatic.
Lahdsat Experiments
Having established classification accuracy improvements when the neighborhood- 
directed certainty measures are used for the contextual classification of simulated 
data, it remained to evaluate their performance on real inultispectral imagery. To this 
end, four separate data sets were chosen from among those available at the 
Laboratory^Tor Applications of Remote Sensing. Selection criteria included availability 
of good spectral classifications for the data and the existence of previous contextual 
results for comparison. In particular, tfie compound decision theory approach 
explored by Tilton [Tl] provided a relevant contextual baseline, As with his research, 
this study begins with good noncontextual spectral classifications developed by 
independent analysts for other projects. Hence, any contextual improvements are as
16
measure results





v;vTi ;■ t2 T3 ■■■■■
’126 60%: 70% 76% 7i%
109 5i% : 54% 53% ■ 52% . : 53%
■.: / 89 64%V ; 85% . 84% 74% 73%
total 324 : 58% 69% 71% 65% 65%
compared to noncontextual accuracies with which the original investigators were 
satisfied. The ground truth maps for these data sets are given in in appendix Ar and 
a synopsis of relevant information about each scene is given below .
LACIE 1 13 spectral classes in




Data set is again similar to Tilton’s Hodgeman County
MONROE 12 spectral classes in 




TIPPECANOE 18 spectral classes in
4 information classes 
56% nonboundary pixels 
Identical tp Tilton’s data of the same name
The neighborhood-directed certainty measures were used to produce 
classifications for ea^ch of the four Landsat data sets, Those results are tabulated in 
table 2.4. The use of these context measures consistently produced improvements in 
over ail'!':, classification performance, most of them significant. In table 2,5, the 
classification accuracies are divided into those for pixels inhomogeneous 
neighborhoods and those which are on information class boundaries. The 
improvement in accuracy for the nonboundary pixels is expected since the world 
model underlying the various contextual measures correctly models their contextual 
environment. Even so, the gains of 6% to 8% above Hiost-.-.of • the';.non'contex.tual 
classifications in the nonboundary regions is impressive, particularly considering the 
small ND contextual measure computation burden.
The various measures did not show as dramatic an impact on the boundary 
pixels. However, gains against the nopcontextual result, some of -themv-sighifeant, 
were achieved in all Landsat scenes. One important result is that the intended hedge 
against the violation of the homogeneous neighborhood assumption used in defining 
T3(X) and T4(X) is less effective in boundary regions than are either T^X) or T2(X). 
Of course, care must always be exercised in interpreting results for boundary regions 
since the pixels there are generally mixtures of information classes and are susceptible 
to ground truth registration error. Nevertheless, the T^X) and T2(X) results are 
closer to the ground truth than are the results from other measures.
The certainty measure T2(X) performed very well, relative to the other certainty 
measures, for all data sets. The other procedures only once exceeded its performance 
by more than 0.2%. This is fortunate from an implementation standpoint since 
T2(X), which alone among these techniques does not require any ordering of the 
observations in a neighborhood, is computationally the fastest of these contextual 
measures.
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Each measure requires only about 5 seconds of CPU time on a VAX 11/780 for 
the 50x50 pixel Tippecanoe data set. This additional computation requirement is 
relatively insignificant since the original maximum likelihood classification required 60
seconds for the same data.
Table 2.4. Results for neighborhood-directed context 
measures on Landsat scenes
Landsat Results
no
data Ti t2 r3 r4context
LAC IE 1 81.4% 82.4% 82.5% 82.0% 82.0%
LAC IE 2 76.4% 81.6% 81.7% 81.6% 78.1%
MONROE . 84.7% 90.2% 90.1% 90.3% 87.0%
TIPPECANOE 83.4% 88.6% 88.6% 88.3% 86.3%
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Table 2.5 . Det ailed L ands at results
Breakdown of Landsat Results
data
' 'No'





74.6% ' . 76.0% 76.0% 75.6% 75.4%




\ 72.5% 76.3% 76.1% 76.3% 73.6%




83.9% 87.2% 87.0% 88.8% 87.0%




78.7% 79.6% 79.4% 80.4%. 79.2%
, 87.0% 95.5% 95.7% 94.4% 91.8%
2.3 Alternative Weightings
The selection of the neighborhood-directed certainty measures in the previous 
section relied on a Kleenian logic framework to combine the certainty values of the 
various pixels within a neighborhood. Such techniques are limited to the use of 
maximum (or), minimum (and) and average operations to combine information. This 
limitation increases computational speed but excludes the selection of weightings 
which might more effectively combine the neighborhood data. In this sections two 
optimization procedures are presented which combine the various certainty values in a 
neighborhood in an optimal manner.
Simple Dichotomic Optimization
For this method, a simple dichotomy is established on the certainties in a 
neighborhood. This division of information follows from rewriting T2(X) as
20
T-(\-) - i KX) + ! vrix,l (2.12)
; . ° j<J*
: = 7 r(X) + ' V 1 IIX;! .
■ 5 : ^kj*4 ■
and then generalizing by introducing an adjustable weighting constant
T,;i(X|-<,n.\)-'|l-„|v ' MX,) (2.13)
: kj*4 ■ ;,
Hence, the certainty values are separated into a value associated with the center pixel, 
T(X), and a value for its spatial context, V]r(Xj). An optimal choice of the constant
a might improve the classification performance of the new contextual measure TG1(X) 
beyond that achieved by the procedures in the last section. Of course, since each class 
is not expected to exhibit identical characteristics, a separate a may be chosen for 
each. wp The scalar equation for the ith class is
: j*
= «i7,(X) + (1 - ai)7N(X) , (2.14)
where
•yxi - V 1. V(.X.) ,2.15)
;; KJ* :
is the neighborhood contribution. In vector form, the equation system is
21
tG1 = ^(X) + (ira)TrN(x) (2.%
where 1 is ail n-element column vector, each element of which is 1, and 
. QL = [a„ . . . ,<*n]T
vjx}-him,
To establish the criterion for this optimization, a desirable performance of Tqi(X) 
must be specified. A reasonable expectation is that t>Gi(X)., the value of TG1(X) for ojv 
should be as close to unity as possible when the pixel, whose observation is X, is 
actually from w-v and that be nearly zero otherwise. With such a criterion, the
elements of q_ are determined independently for each class, since each pixel is assumed 
to be in only one information class.
The equations for aj, the weighting associated with depend on two sets of 
observations. Let us denote those observations coming from pixels of class as 
{Zlr. . . ,ZN} = Z and those not from as {Wx, , . . ,Wp_Nj = W. There are P 
total trainihg samples. For each element in Z, our criterion is to minimize
1 ~ = 1 ->jV(Zj) - (1 - aih^Zj) (2.17)
while over the elements in W, we seek to minimize
vGi(wj) = 0 - ai'y'(Wj) - (1 - ttihMWj) (2.18)
The constant Oj may be determined by minimizing the sum of squared "discrepancies”, 
















nultiplications? this expression becomes
N
E (i - ^aiVCZk) - 2(1 - aih^Zk) +
+ 2(1- «i)aif(Zk)7N(Zk) + (1 - 2oi+«j2j^Zk)'yi(Zk))
+ E (^’(W^hXWJ + 2(1 - «j)7i(Wm)7^(Wm)
m —1
+ (1-20; +
summation and collecting terms, this expression yields 
EI1+ (7N(Zk))2-27MZk)j
k = l "
+ t2“ik5If + 'Wz»> + VIAh-Jz,) - (iUh)f)
+ «i2S((y(Zi))2 - aviZiHMZk) t l-;.(Z1)f)
+ + 2\S < V(w„hMw„) -
+ "EllVIW„|f - (2.21)
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The minimizing a; is determined by setting the derivative of the above equation to 
zero and solving for «j. Hence




+ 2«il Z: {(^(Zk# - 27i(Zk)7MZk) +
k=i
+ lf{(V(Wm))2-V(Wlnb|iJ|W„) + (-^(W1»))2} (2.22)
. m = l
from which it directly follows that
’ «i = [(El VIA l - vjz,if + (EN(V|wm) - -:ywmi)2i' 1
k-1 m = l
• lEVIZi) ' E(-,;;(Zi)|- v^zo
k-i l-: i-i
- EVfZkbaZk)-PE V(WmhSw„) + EN(-Vn(W„))2) (2.23)
k=l m = l m = l
The value obtained by this method for a- does minimize the sum of squared 
discrepancies from equation 2.19, since, from equation 2.21, it is clear that the second 




E(T'(zk)- T-.IZ,!)2 + 'v!T'|Wml TMWJ)2
k=l m = l
Computationally, eight running sums are sufficient for computing each <*j.
Table 2.6 below shows the results obtained by using this weighting system to 
generate the neigborhopd-directed context measure. Obviously, the manner of 
exploiting context derived in this section does improve classification accuracies beyond 
that of noncontextual approaches. When these results are compared with tho^e in 
tables 2.4 and 2.5, two trends are evident. Firstly, TG1(X) fails to achieve the 
boundary accuracies which were obtained using the simpler measures except on 
LAC IE 2. However, its accuracy on pixels in homogeneous neighborhoods is actually 
higher. Overall, the classification accuracies obtained tend to be slightly better than 
previously presented results, but the computation time for determining the Oj and 
computing TG,(X) is about double that for T2(X).
Table 2.6 Dichotomic weighting results
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.- :;.82,9% . 77.2% 85.7%
89.5% 84.6% 94.0%
86,0% ; 73.9% 96.7%
Structurally Sensitive Optimization
The optimization procedure which was just presented does not take into account 
any orientational or structural relationships among neighbors since it lumps the J* 
contribution to the certainty measure into a single value. The following development 
determines an optimal set of weighting constants when each pixel in J* is assumed to 
contribute distinctively to the final certainty value. This procedure is more
computationally intensive than the previous one.
If we assume that the pixel indexing scheme in figure 2.1 is followed, our new 





By specifying that X)aij = 1> the number of independent unknowns, that is the Ojj’s is
reduced to four for each class u>j. If we let ai3 ==. 1 - aXi then the equation is
j
^2(X)= E aip,(X]) + (l- v OjjMX) (2.25)
j=l,S&j*3 j = l,5&j*3
which may be rewritten as
t’62(X)= £ ^(XjJ-VWJ + ^X) (2.26)
j=l,5&j?*3
The hew subscript j is necessary to indicate that the position of the pixel is relative to 
that with observation X. That is, X* is in position j in figure 2.1. relative to the center 
■pixel,..: .
As with the previous optimization strategy, we desire that Uq2(X) be nearly one 
when X is from oj\ and nearly zero elsewhere. This allows us to compute 
= (aii)ai2)^r4>®|5]T. independently for each class w-r' The set of all ‘ observations' 
X = {X1,...,Xp}T is divided into those from pixels of class c^r namely Z = {Z1,...,Zjnj}T, 
and those from Other classes, W = {W1,...,WP_N}T. It follows that
su - ^2(zk)>2 + s‘(42(w„))2 : m)
‘ i—1 k-1 m=l
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is to be minimized. The term on the left is again the sum of squared discrepancies. In
order to simplify the equations, we will use matrix and vector notation. Let us
assume that
^■(X) = [V(Xj) - 7‘(X),7'(X,) - 7'(X),7'(X^) - 7i(X),7ipCs) - 7i(X)]T
then equation 2.26 becomes






Gw . = [7i(W1),...,7i(WP_N)]T 
Then the sum of squared discrepancies is
ATA - (1 - - g,)t(1 - ¥,a - G.) + (*„4 + Gwf(*„a + G.) (2.29)
By expanding this equation and collecting terms,
27
AtA - + G^G*
+ 2f*,(*J - G^l)
+ WW** + ^w^wki
is obtained. When the derivative of this expression with respect to ^ is set to zero, 
the optimal weighting constants are obtained. Thus
Oi = [*x + - Gjl]
When weightings are established in this manner, the results below are obtained 
on the Lands at data sets. These results are somewhat of an improvement in terms of 
overall accuracies relative to those obtained using TG1(X). This improvement is 
accomplished by significantly better boundary pixel performance which is partly offset 
by slightly poorer accuracies in nonboundary regions. Overall, these accuracies are 
marginally better than those in table 2.4, and the boundary pixel classification 
accuracies are the best obtained to this point. This procedure is also the most 
computationally intensive yet presented^ although it is by no means prohibitive for 
moderate numbers of information classes. The computation time to compute Tg2(X) 
was three times greater than that for T2(X) on the Tippecanoe data set. The 
computation burden is greater due to the necessity of determining the ay.s and to the 
larger number of arithmetic operations required to compute TG2(X) relative to T2(X).
(2.30)
2.4 Dynamic Weighting
In the previous section, we established optimal weightings based on global data 
characteristics and slightly improved the classification accuracies beyond those 
achieved with simpler neighborhood-directed schemata developed earlier. An 
alternative to global optimization is to determine the appropriate weighting constants 
from local data, in effect creating a dynamic weighting procedure. However, the
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/ 83.2% . - 77.1%... . : 91.3% ; .
82.8% 79.7% . 84.3%
90.6% 88.4% 92.5%
88.7% 80.9% 94.8%
optimization schemata are of little practical use as adaptive procedures since they rely 
on ground truth to establish their weighting constants. In addition, even if the alphas 
could be computed locally, the procedure itself would be quite slow. Such a 
computational speed disadvantage removes such a scheme from the domain of this 
'research.
An alternative to local optimization is to establish a functional form for the local 
weights which is based on some structural insight into the scene and not on training 
data. In; the remainder of this chapter, we propose and investigate such a dynamic 
procedure which modifies its reliance on neighborhood information as a function only 
of the data within that neighborhood itself.
The dynamic certainty function we will use is of the form
+ + vf(dj)]
jfj* " id*
where dj is a distance measure in the probability space. This particular functional 
form is consistent with the previous contextual measures that have been investigated.
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The decision to base the dynamic weights on a metric is motivated by a simple 
intuitive context model related to the homogeneous neighborhood assumption and the 
performance on Landsat data of measures based on it. Simply stated, the degree of 
reliance on neighborhood information to adjust a certainty value should be based on 
the similarities among the pixels in that neighborhood. As was noted with T2(X), 
nonboundary regions benefitted most from its use, and other regions benefitted less. A 
great disparity in certainty values within a neighbor probably indicates either a 
boundary or other information class disimilarity; strong agreement in certainty values 
should indicate similarity in inforihation class. As equation 2.31 operates on the 
certainty domain, a reasonable metric is the Euclidean distance between probability 
vectors.
dj = Mr(x)-r(xj)ii (2.32)
In deciding on the behavior of a function to be used to test this model, the 
gaussian weighting described by
d2
f(dj) = e p . (2.33)
seems appropriate. When the value of dj is small, the contribution to the 
neighborhood-directed certainty measure is quite high. This contribution diminishes 
rapidly as the value of dj increases. Of course, there are many other functions which 
exhibit similar characteristics, so this choice is somewhat arbitrary. As seen in figure 
2.4, a convenient property of the gaussian weighting is that it is dependent only on 
one parameter for changing its shape The graph in this figure is limited to the 
interval of interest, namely [0,2], which arises since we are dealing with certainty 
vectors whose elements always sum to one. As /? increases, the filtering effect becomes 
stronger and approaches the simple averaging of T2(X). Results for various data sets 
and scale factors are in figures 2.5 and 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 LACIE 2 accuracy versus $
For the two data sets on which this procedure was applied, it resulted in good 
classification accuracy gains relative to noncontextual results; Increasing the value of 
$ obviously improves the accuracy with which nonboundary pixels are identified. 
W?weyey> not even when fi = 32 did the accuracies for boundary pixel classification 
fall to the jevel of noncontextual results. The results are comparable to those using 
^(X), but they are achieved at greater computational cost.
2.5 Iterative Dynamic Weighting
While! running the previous results, it was noted that when TA(X) was repeatedly 
applied tp the data, continuins accuracy improvements accrued. In order to 
investigate and comparatively analyze this performance of TA(X), we decided to 
compare its perforipance to another iterative procedure receiving attention- in current 
research, namely probabilistic relaxation labeling. The procedures are well matched in 
that they both operate in the postclassification environment and use information from 
small neighborhoods to modify values computed in the classification process.
Probabilistic Relaxation Labeling [Rol]
This algorithm incorporates contextual information through the iterative use of a 
relaxation formula and a neighborhood support function. The relaxation equation at 




with the neighborhood support function
Q^Wj.X) = Edj E wk)pD(wk| Xj) (2.35)
jtj* ;
and p°(wj| X) — p(wj| X). In the neighborhood support function expression, the
34
«k) are the compatibility coefficients, which express the probability that a pixel




1P(h?i,W^.. (-R—2)(S—2) r?2 s?2 4 PN Xr'3'
[P(ct?j | X^j s) + P(wj | Xr+1 „) + P(u>j] Xr 8_j) + P(u/j j Xr 5+j)] (2.37)
in which the notation Xf-S signifies the feature vector for the pixel at (r,s) in the RxS- 
dimensioned image, and
,77i; x:.>
■'n'° r=l s=l (2.38)
The estimators in equations 2.37 and 2.38 are commonly used in the absence of a
statistical model for the data [Kal][Pl]. In most implementations, the dj are chosen
such that they are all equal and J]dj = 1. Structural sensitivities can be established 
: ■ j«J*
through the djS, but a general purpose weighting scheme, other than the one just 
mentioned, has not appeared in the literature.
| Iterative Dynamic Weights
The only modification required to equation 2.31 to establish an iterative 
procedure analogous to the relaxation process is the addition of indexing. The 
I formula at the pth iteration is
**+1(X) = (Tl(X) + SndjWxjj/Il + Endj)] V - ^-?:' (2139)
JfJ* . K-J*
and T»(X) = IYX).
Comparitive Results
In comparing and evaluating these methods, only the Tippecanoe and LACIE 2 
data are used since LACIE 1 and Monroe have classes present in the scene which are 
not characterized in the class statistics. It was felt that, in an iterative procedure, the 
cumulative effects of such classes would obscure the results obtained using these 
procedures. The probabilistic relaxation labeling baselines are established in figures 
2.7 and 2.8 for Tippecanoe and LACIE 2 respectively. Maximum overall accuracies 
achieved are 89.1% for Tippecanoe (10^ iteration) and 84.3% for LACIE (57*'^ 
iteration)..<-.
With d — 4.0, the dynamic weighting procedure establishes an accuracy of 89.8% 
at the third iteration on Tippecanoe (figure 2.10) and a very impressive 91.4% 
performance at the thirty-first iteration on LACIE 2(figure 2.11). This latter result is 
nearly 15% above that established by maximum likelihood and exceeds the label 
relaxation accuracy peak by more than 7%.
The dyhamic Weighting procedure is computationally simpler than probabilistic 
label relaxation, as seen by comparing equations 2.34-2.38 with 2.39, and achieves a 
maximum accuracy more quickly. Obviously, an iterative procedure such as dynamic 
weighting requires more computation time than the ND measures presented earlier. 
However, in some cases the improvement in performance; may be sufficient to 
































































Figure 2,9 Tippecanoe accuracy using iterative dynamic weighting (# = 4.0 )
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Figure 2.10 LACIE 2 accuracy using iterative dynamic weighting = 4.0 )
CHAPTERS
MORE COMPLEX CONTEXTUAL MEASURES
All of the neighborhood-directed contextual measures developed in the previous 
chapter are based on very simple contextual models that are assumed to apply to all 
neighborhoods in the scenes In this chapter, two contextual classification techniques 
are presented which model context in a manner more representative of the actual 
neighborhood structures in a scene. The first procedure explicitly incorporates 
multiclass neighborhoods into the classification methodology through the development 
of a catalog of naturally occurring neighborhood configurations. In the second 
procedure, classification methods are modified based on a statistical test which assesses 
the information class homogeneity of individual neighborhoods.
Modeling Diverse Neighborhoods
In chapter 2, our contextual measures assumed that the information pertinent to 
neighborhood certainty computations resides entirely in the similarities among the 
various pixels in the neighbor hood, although the measure of similarity differs from one 
method to another. However, exploiting similarity among neighbors is only one 
method of approaching context measures. Another avenue is to model the diversity in 
a scene and develop a corresponding contextual classification procedure.
A direct method of characterizing contextual information in a scene is to develop 
a library of observed neighborhood relations. This is demonstrated by analyzing the 
available ground truth for our four Landsat scenes. Since ground truth is available for 
all points in each scene except Monroe, our investigation is not biased by a previous 
delineation of training fields, although we are dependent on the original investigators 
for their choice of information classes. As our ultimate goal is the development of a
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classification procedure, we are particularly interested in determining the minimum 
number of neighborhood configurations that can be used to reasonably model a scene.
Table 3.1 shows a count of the number of different classes appearing in each 
neighborhood in each scene. These data indicate that from 94% to 98% of all pixels 
are in neighborhoods which contain no more than two classes. Considering these data, 
it is feasible to limit cbnderatipn to one ahd two-class configurations. With this 
limitation, the universe of structures is depicted in figure 3.1. These diagrams are 
structural templates only; they characterize local structure without specifying 
information classes. Once the information class data is placed onto a template, the 
structure becomes a semantic relation. No particular orientation is implied in figure
3.1, so any rotational isomorph is a valid structure.
The relative frequency of Occurence of templates 3.1b through 3.If among two- 
class neighborhoods was then determined. The results are shown in table 3.2. 
Clearly, the structures in 3.1c and 3.1d account for nearly all two-class neighborhood 
configurations in these; scenes. Hence, the template library can consist only of 3.1a, 
3.1c and 3.1d #hile excluding between 3.7% (Monroe) to 7.9% (LACIE 1) of the actual 
neighborhoods. In fact, if 3.Id were also dropped, templates covering from 86.5% 
(LACIE I) to 92.2% (Monroe) of all neighborhoods would still be retained.
Table 3.1 Naturally occurring neighborhood configurations
CLASSES/NEIGHBORHOOD
data set "'V- 2;\Y
LACIE 1 1800(53%) 1365(40%) 214(6%) 5(0%)
LACIE. 2^^; 1611(65%) 784(32%) 69(3%) 0(0%)
Monroe ;129?(56%) 959(42%) 53(2%) 0(0%)






Figure 3.1 Two-class neighborhood structures
Table 3.2 Frequency of configuration occurrence
: TWO CLASS CONFIGURATION
Data Set 3.1b 3.1c . ; 3.1d 3.1e 3. If
LACIE 1 '; ■' l 906 409 ; ■’ 11 38
LACIE 2 2 486 266 17 13
Monroe 0 779 150 22 8
Tippecanoe 3 : V 465 257 36 11
In summary, it was found that nearly all neighborhoods have no more than two 
classes present and that the most common two-class configurations confine the less 
represented class to a nOn-center location or to adjacent non-center locations. From 
these results it is apparent that most neighborhoods can be represented by the three 
structural templates shown in figure 3:1a, 3.1c and 3.1d and their rotational 
isomorphs. Since there are four possible orientations for each of figures 3.1c and 3.1d, 
nine templates make up the complete template library. In a four class problem such 
as Tippecanoe or LACIE 1, thirty-six semantic neighborhood configurations result 
after the corresponding information class insertions. Even when the number of classes 
is much larger, the total number of templates remains manageable.
Computation of the Certainty Measure
To establish a neighborhood-directed certainty measure based on the semantic 
templates, let us assume that tjj - (in, . . . , z^) t is a template in the library of 
templates T. Each component of tk is a class label associated with a particular 
position in a neighborhood: Hence, in template tk,zllcf Q is the information class 
associated with neighborhood position 1 in figure 2.1, Analogous to T2(X), the 
neighborhood-directed Certainty function |s defined as
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; = TEp(^lxi> '"-'I
6 jeJ b jtJ ■
This measure reduces to v2(X), in the case where = Vj for all j e [1 >5]^
As an iHustratibU of the computation of t>T(X,tk), consider figure 3.2. The 
neighborhood structure iU figure 3.2a specifies the certainty vectors associated with the 
various pixels in this two-class problem, while the figure 3.2b is a representative 
semantic template tk. The certainty value for this template, based on the given 
certainty vectors, is.
vT(X,tk) = + 7Wl(X2) + 7WTO + 7^X4) + 7W2(X5)]
■ -- 0.3 + 0.35 + 0.7 d- 0.75 + 0.9 q 7;-
For classification, once t>T(X,tk) has been computed for all semantic templates in T, 
the label for the center pixel associated with the semantic template having the highest 
neighborhood-directed certainty value is assigned to the center pixel.
Results , : '/
The results for this classification procedure appear in table 3.3, and indicate a 
slight degradation in performance within nonboundary areas and a marginal 
improvement among boundary pixels when compared to the performance of T2(X) 
(table 2.5). By removing templates of the form in figure 3.1d, which affects about 10% 
of all pixels, the nonboundary accuracies are seen to improve with a corresponding 
deterioration for boundary pixels in two of the scenes. On LACIE 2, the boundary 
pixel accuracy improves and LACIE 1 is unaffected by the change in template 
number.
Cbinparing table 2.5 to table 3.3, it is seen that, as the diversity bf the available 
local structures increases, homogeneous neighborhood accuracies deteriorate and 
boundaries show no consistent trend. An overall degradation in accuracy is observed, 










Figure 3.2a T(X) values
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the relatively large field sizes in these scenes.
Table 3.3 Multiclass template results
MULTICLASS TEMPLATE RESULTS
data
















"; 76.3% 84.1% 81.4%
87.4% :. 93.0% 90.3%
80.3% 94.6% 88.4%
Results with Template Weightings
Because the relative frequencies /with which the Various templates are 
encountered are clearly unequal, weighting each by an appropriate value derived from 
the data in tables 3.1 and 3.2 seems a proper adjustment. The weightings that most 
likely are obtainable for a scene would determine the relative occurence of the 
template in figure 3.1a versus any other template; this is the weighting that is used 
here. It is unreasonable to expect more detailed structural information in most 
classification situations. In fact, there may be inadequate ground truth for any sort of 
relative frequency computation. The results for this procedure are shown in table 3.4, 
As with the previous investigation, the template library is reduced to forms 3.1a and 
3.1c to achieve the five template result.
The overall performance With template weightings is slightly better than that 
without them. The deterioration of nbnboundary areas when More templates are used 
does not consistently appear in these results, since the weights accurately reflect the 
relative importance of these structures in the overall scene. With the weights, there is 
little difference between using five templates or using nine. Both procedures require 65
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Table 3.4 Weighted template multiclass results
Weighted multiclass templates
data set







LACIE 1 75.8% 91.0% 82.4% 75.9% 91.0% 82.4%
LACIE 2 76.3% 84,4% 81.6% 76.4% 84.4% 81.7%
Monroe 88.3% 91.3% 89.8% 87.4% 93.0% 90.3%
Tippecanoe 79.9% 95J% 88.8% 79.4% 95.7% 88,6%
seconds to classify the Tippecanoe data Set compared with 5 seconds using T2(X).
3.2 Hierarchical Classification Procedure ^
Since the homogeneous neighborhood assumption, operating through T2(X), is 
particularly effective in classifying pixels in nonboundary regions, there is no 
compelling reason to deviate from its use unless the local data structure clearly 
indicates that the neighborhood is inhomogeneous. In fact, to minimize the 
computation required for classification, it is desired that T2(X) be used as much as is 
possible. :-'r\ ■
3.2.1 Parametric Test for Inhomogeneity
iSince T2(Xj was shown to operate best In homogeneous neighborhoods; a decision 
on whether to use it requires a test to determine if the area is homogeneous. Of 
course, the ideal test doOs not rOduire any data beyond that necessary to establish the 
original set of posterior probability vectors. As a consequence, it should be parametric 
with^ parameters that rely entirely on the structure and assumptions of the 
classification process underlying the generation of these posteriors.
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To design such a test, we begin with the hypothesis H0 stating that all pixels in a 
neighborhood are from a single information class. This is actually a compound 
hypothesis consisting of constituent hypotheses Hk which assert that all neighborhood 
elements are members of information class Xk. Thus, if for some XkcA, its 
corresponding hypothesis Hk is true, then H0 is also true. Otherwise, II0 is false, i.e., 
the neighborhood is inhomogeneous.
For the parametric test, we start with the assumption that the observations 
within each spectral class are independent and identically distributed as
P(XM= 2^/2!*£ 11/2 (3.2)
with Mj and Ej as the mean vector and covariance matrix for Wj. The order of the 
feature vector X is m. If we were testing for spectral class homogeneity, a most 
powerful test of arbitrary significance could be achieved through the Neyman-Pearson 
fundamental lemma since the spectral class distributions are members of the 
exponential family [Rul]. However, we are concerned with information classes and not 
their constituent spectral subclasses. This somewhat more difficult problem requires 
development of a tractable statistic relating directly to the information classes.
Such a statistic is achieved as follows. We first define the distance function
dr(X) = (X - Mi)TEf *(X - Mi) (3.3)
When the observations X are distributed according to equation 3.2, then dj2(X) is itself 
X2(m) [Al]. These spectral class distances are pooled into information class distances 
by assigning the minimum dj2(X) from among the wjs in the information class as the 
information class distance. This distance is formally defined by
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<(X) = niin((t‘(XJ) ,
■ ' (3A)
Thus, for each observation, a single distance value is obtained for each information 
class. If the information class is properly modelled by its spectral classes, if the 
spectral classes are adequately characterized by equation 3.2, and if the individual 
spectral classes are reasonably separated statistically, then the resulting information 
i distance is approximately X2(m) itself. In a good spectral classification, all the 
above criteria are generally satisfied, but, if such is not the case, some distortion can 
be expected in the tail and mode of the X2(m) distribution. In figure 3.3, the 
theoretical X2(4) distribution is superimposed on a representative histogram for an 
information class from Tippecanoe County whose spectral classes were pooled using 
equation 3.4. This correspondence between the predicted and actual distributions is 
typical for the data sets used in this research. The basic shape, including the mode, 
corresponds well, although the actual data are skewed somewhat. This is expected
since the individual pixel measurements are not actually independent
Testing the original hypothesis amounts to testing whether alb samples in a 
neighborhood come from the same information class distance distribution, A 
reasonable statistic is simply
The theoretical distribution of rXj., assuming that the points in the neighbohood are 
independent and identically distributed and that there are five observations in J, is the 
fourfold convolution of the distribution of d^X). For the X2(m) distribution,
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Figure 3.3 Empirical and theoretical X2(4) distribution
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From tho cumulativedistribution of equation 3.6 in figure 3.4, we can establish tests 
of significance level ak, thus accepting Hk if SXk > C0k where P(sXk>CaJ Hk) = ak.
The histograms in figures 3.5 and 3.6, on which a theoretical distribution for 
equation 3.8 is superimposed, are typical of the empirical distributions for the statistic 
sXk. Some of the data are skewed from the predicted shape, and some of the data 
closely conform to the theoretical curve, The failure of all to conform affects the 
theoretical computation of Type I errors (pixel fails the test when the hypothesis is 
true). This is not of much importance considering the final outcome of this testing 
procedure. In any event, the primary use of a and the cumulative density function of 
equation 3.6 is to establish reasonable values of rXk for homogeneous neighborhoods.
^t' using tjbe statistic sX|., establishes an information class homogeneity 
criterion which does not require any additional training data beyond that used to 
establish the original spectral class distributions. When using this test, we encounter 
a surprising result. As the data in figures 3,7 and 3.8 indicate, the failure of H0 does 
not necessarily imply that T2(X) will achieve a poor result. For example, 6% of the 
pixels in the Tippecanoe scene are identified as inhomogeneous at a significance level 
of 6.10. 6f these pixels, 89.4% are correctly classified by T2(X), which is better than 
the 88.6% accuracy it achieves for the scene as a whole. Although this performance 
by T2(X) does not imply that the test is failing to identify inhomogeneous 
neighborhoods, it does indicate that those pixels for which H0 is false are not 
necessarily the ones which are most troublesome for T2(X). The results in table 3.5 
break down the distribution of those pixels rejected by the H0 test into boundary and 
nonboundary categpries for various significance levels. The ratio of boundary pixies to 
the total numbpy identified as inhomogeneous is virtually the same, at each a, as in 
the data sets as a whole. It is reasonable to assume that the power of the test is quite 
low resulting in a high incidence of Type II errors (pixel passes jthe test %hen the
hypothesis is false), Hence, the percentage of boundary neighborhoods for whieh H0 is
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3.2.2 Nonparametric Test for T2(X) Failure
A different testing procedure can be established by directly examining the 
posterior distributions. Since we reasonably expect high classification accuracies in 
regions where posterior probabilities are near one, pixels with lower posteriors should 
indicate less certainty in classification. However, since posterior distributions are 
functionally dependent on the classes in a particular classification, it is extremely 
difficult to perform any general analysis on them.
Fortunately, if an empirical distribution can be inferred, it is not necessary to 
have an analytical model. Figure 3.0 is a histogram of T2(X) for all homogeneous 
urban neighborhoods in the Tippecanoe data set. As an aside, when these data are 
compared to the simple posteriors for the same data in figure 3.10, the effect of T2(X) 
on the ceftainty values of the pixels in homogeneous neighborhoods is apparent. The 
concentration of posterior values in the upper end of their numeric range clearly
improves their probability of being correctly classified.
Althopsh there exist several lioiiparaiiietric tests, such as the Kolmogoroir- 
Smirnov Xwo-Simpie Test, which, with a known significance level, establish whether a 
sample is from a particular empirical distribution, it is Comphtationally simpler to 
determine C0 directly from the histograms for the various information classes. For a 
test, on class It at a particular significance level <rt, is chosen such that 






























Figure 3.10 Histogram of 7urban(X) for Tippecanoe
homogeneous neighborhood histograms of T2(X). If the; test is failed foreach class Xk, 
i.e. if t^2(X) <ak for all XkeA, then the hypothesis that the neighborhood is 
homogeneous is false.
Results ;*■ ^L::,yy '
Using this technique, the decision boundaries in table 3.6 were determined for the 
Tippecanoe data set and those in table 3.7 for LAC1E 2. By examining these 
boundaries, it is evident that the values of Ca do not follow any particular pattern. 
The various thresholds at each value of a are quite similar for the classes in 
Tippecanoe, indicating that each histogram of v2(X) is similarly distributed. This 
probably indicates that all classes are characterized equally well by their statistical 
models. However, in the case of LACIE 2, it is clear that corn is either extremely well 
characterized by its spectral model, or else it is quite isolated from the other classes in 
the feature space. On the other hand, the decision thresholds for pasture are 
consistently lower than that for any other class, implying a relatively less accurate 
correspondence between the physical class and its statistical model.
In the Tippecanoe data set, there is no threshold indicated for water. This is 
because there are no homogeneous water neighborhoods in the scene. As a result, 
CL is set to 1.0 for all significance levels.
a water
As indicated in figures 3.11 and 3,12, the desired relationship between test 
significance level and T2(X) error rate is observed with this test technique. Further, 
the progression of maps in figures 3.13 - 3.18 delineate the regions failing the test for 
various a’s. The data in table 3.8 breaks down the points which II0 identifies as 
inhomogeneous according to their neighborhood structure. In the Tippecanoe data 
set, the percentage of boundary points identified as inhomogeneous is much higher 
than in the data set at large. While also true in LACIE 2, the difference is less 
pronounced. This result is illustrated by comparing the maps (figures 3.13-3.18) 
indicating the pixels for which H0 is false to the ground truth maps in the appendix.
Table 3.6 Tippecanoe decision boundaries
Decision Boundaries for Tippecanoe
a ■■■ agricultural urban trees
0.05 0.52 0.44 0.60
’ 0.10 -- - ■. i - M ■:------ - • • • • 0.52 0.62
0.15 0.64
•■■■ >,V.: •. y
0.59
--------—- • - ■ ' 0.65 '
0.20 . 0.63 0.68
y0.25-;- y/'V ... 0.67 0.70
0.30 0.73 ; 0.70 0.72
0.35 V/0.75 /V/ ' 0.73 0.74
Decision Boundaries for LAC IE 2
a -•'pasture-:;' wheat corn
■ ;--0.05 ".'' . ■yy;y y.'.^.'Ov24> 0.650 :
■ O.lO-''": ' ’ 0.25 0.42 0.760
v'7':ryV^'o.37.:y.' y;'y:':yv 0.49 y 0.950
0.20 y y7'/. V 0.952
0.25 0.55 0.61 0.955
0.30 0.59y 0.68 0.958
y 0.35 0.66 " /""o.'rs t 0 961
^:y
62
Table 3.8 Distribution of points failing H0 (nonparametric lest)
. ^ ^ ; Points Failing ri0
Tippecanoe LACIR 2
& , ; boundarypixel <7 .
j boundary
■ ,0,al pixel % ;
0.05 433 ; 93.8% - -
0.10 614 87.3% ■ -
0.15 807 79.1% -•
0.20 898 74.8% - ; " , ;• ..
0.25 1055 73.0% 168 68.5%
0.30 1169 69.4% 408 ’ 52.5%
0.35 1263 67.0% 560 46.1%
0.40 - ■ - 368 42.9%
0.45 v.- 862 41.1%







































accuracy on pixels failing II,
(35.3%)
Percent of all points failing H.
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Figure 3.13 Tippecanoe inhomogeneous pixel map for a = 0.05
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Figure 3.15 Tippecanoe inhomogeneous pixel map for a = 0.25
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I Figure 3.16 LACIE 2 inhomogeneous pixel map for a = 0.20
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Figure 3.17 LACIE 2 inhomogeneous pixel map for a = 0.30
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Figure 3.18 LACIE 2 inhomogeneous pixel map for a — 0.40
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3.2.3 Alternative Classification Procedures
Since the nonparametric test succeeds in identifying pixels for which T2(X) is less 
correct in classification* it. remains to establish a procedure which is effective in 
classifying these pixels. We know that these points lie in neighborhoods which tend to 
be incorrectly characterized as homogeneous, at least as far as T2(X) is concerned, 
and, according to table 3.8, have a higher incidence of multiclass neighborhoods than 
the scene average.
Since the effectiveness of the various contextual measures presented to this point 
on the pixels identified as inhomogeneous is not known, a number of these previous 
techniques are applied to the data. In addition, two new classification methods are 
specifically formulated for these inhomogeneous points based on a qualitative analysis 
of the maps in figures 3.13-3.18. From these maps, it is evident that the 
inhomogeneous neighborhoods tend to fall into one or the other of two categories. 
Either they exist at or very near information class boundaries, or, interspersed with 
pixels from homogeneous neighborhoods, they cluster in nonboundary areas.
■New'Certainty Measures
The support measure TS(X) is formulated for boundary region classification. It 
simply orders the posteriors in J* for each cjass Vi and averages the two largest with 
the Center pixel Certainty measure to establish a context value. Hence,
’vs(X)- ■^{maxy(Xj) + max//(Xk) + V(X)} (3.7)
^ jeJ4 kcJ^k^j • ■
Since it is expected that at least one and probably two neighbors are not boundary 
pixels, this measures seeks to use these neighbors to identify the Center pixel. Of 
course, there are two sides to each boundary, so the success of the measure depends on 
the certainty of the nonboundary pixels.
The second new method is similar to region growing procedures and uses the 
results of the nOnparametriC neighborhood test in establishing a certainty measure. It 
assigns the T2(X) vector of the center pixel in the nearest homogeneous neighborhood
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to the center pixel of the inhomogeneous one. If several homogeneous neighborhoods 
are at the same distance, then the T2(X) vectors of their center pixels are ayeraged 
prior to assignment. Therefore,
T„<X) = - >; T (X,l (3.8)
TT^d XkcNd
where Nj is the set of pixels at the minimum distance d from X which have been 
verified as homogeneous by sustaining H0. In those areasi with clusters of 
inhomogeneous points not near boundaries, this procedure picks out the homogeneous 
neighborhoods which are distributed within the cluster and extends their influence. 
At boundaries, classification relies on the nonboundary pixels hear the observation. In 
practice, the search for a homogeneous neighborhood must be bounded at some 
distance dmav If no neighborhood for which H0 is true is found in that distance, then 
the original T2(X) is used.
Results . ■ ■
The results presented in table 3.9 appear as accuracy changes relative to T^X) 
and are lor two data sets at two different homogeneity test significance levels since, as 
indicated in the previous section, the characteristics of the points identified as 
inhomogeneous are affected by data set and a.
jt is evident that T2(X) yields a fairly accurate classification when compared with 
the other techniques, since only two procedures consistently exceed its accuracy. The 
first, TG2(X), is a more computationally intensive approach and requires that a set of 
Optimization equations be solved to establish its parameters. The accuracy 
improvement for LAGIE 2 might warrant the additional cost, but Tippecanoe does not 
benefit very much. The Other effective procedure is TH(X). This rather 
straightforward approach improves all four classifications without requiring much 
additional computation. The new measure, TS(X), failed to inaprove any of the 
classifications. Apparently, its premise is inappropriate for the neighborhoods which 
are identified as inhomogeneous by the nonparametric test.
Table 3.9 Comparison of alternative classification strategies
Accuracy Changes

































































The contextual procedures in this chapter rely on more complicated context 
models than did the procedures in the previous chapter. For the Tippecanoe and 
LACIE 2 data sets, our best result is obtained with an hierarchical procedure using 
Th(X) or TG2(X) to classify pixels failing H0 while relying on T2(X) otherwise. This 
procedure is more accurate than T2(X) alone and requires only about 30% more CPU 
time (for the data sets tested) if Th(X) is used,
• -:The -use of templates introduced in section 3.1 has certain accuracy tradeoffs 
when compared to T2(X) and other measures, as noted in that section. However, the 
computation time for using them is over an order of magnitude greater than the time 
required by T2(X). Therefore, the particular classification benefit of using the





Another contextual incorporation approach for thematic classification is the 
employment of semantic constraints. While this approach is common in some artificial 
intelligence applications, it is rarely used in thematic mapping. In this chapter, 
techniques are developed which apply this procedure to a general mapping problem. 
As a natural extension of the semantic constraint formulation, an effective 
mechanization of the compound decision theoretic approach [S2] is also developed. 
This last result introduces a novel method for decomposing contextual prior 
probabilities; this method simplifies both the estimation of contextual priors and the 
classification;
4.1 Background [Ha3]
Although the semantic constraint approach is conceptually simple, it requires a 
great amount of notation. The definitions presented below should help to avoid 
notational confusion from the very beginning.
Notation
M total number of pixels within the scene
i€{l,...,M} pixel indices within the scene
Ij object (neighborhood) centered on pixel i
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Xj feature vector for pixel i
Xji feature vector of pixel in neighborhood j
Zj c f) label (class) of pixel i
tj t 0 true label of pixel i
n set of all labels
Other notation will be introduced as it becomes necessary. Also, throughout this 
chapter, neighborhood always refers to a four-nearest-neighbor configuration, and loss 
functions are invariably ”0-1” types.
Without labeling constraints, a classification of M pixels is free to assume any 
global labeling {zx, . . . ,zM} f 0^, where flM is the M-fold cartesian product of f). 
Contextual information Can be incorporated by restricting the allowable labelings to a 
subset A « flM. Such an a priori constraint set is commonly said to embody the 
semantics of the labeling problem (Ha3).
Global classification begins with the definition of a global loss function, such as
Lg((zi, 0 ,(zj, . . . ,zM) — (tr,
1 , otherwise (4-1)
The Bayesian classification strategy minimizes the expected value of this loss function 
over all labeling options. Prior to developing this strategy, however, two Common 
pattern recognition assumptions are required for computational tractability. Firstly, it 
is assumed that the characteristics Of a pixel 1 are not affected by the characteristics of 
any other pixel, i.e.
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P(Xj[ . * . ,. .-• >t^) — P(Xi[ tj, . , . >tj^) (4.2)
and secondly, that the measurements (e.g. spectral response) of a pixel are dependent 
only on the true interpretation of that pixel and not on its relationships with or 
interpretations of other pixels.
PCX, ! ti, . . ,tM) = P(Xi| (4.3)
The Bayesian strategy selects a labeling which maximizes the global posterior 
probability
P(zj, . . . , zj^j Xj, . . . >Xm) -t " ■
♦ . - >XM| zlr:. . . ,zM)P(zl, . y. ,zM)
P(^l1 * * * >*m| Zj, . . . ,ZM)P(z1, . . *-j-Zm)
A ■; ■■ ■ ; ■; ' V- ‘ ,i
. /'» : : , ‘ • m 1 ; ■
:'!?-:P(Xi|*i)P(*i> •• ,zm)
= ~j=m y. ",v (44)
S nP(Xj| ^(zj,... ,zM)
. A 1=1 .. . . :
Since the denominator is common to all label options, only the numerator actually 
concerns us. Unfortunately, with two to thirty or more labels per pixel and a pixel 
count (M) commonly exceeding several thousand, this simplification is of little 
practical use. The number of elements in fiM is enormous. Although the semantic 
constraint set A has fewer elements than QM, it represents nevertheless a significant 
complication in the classification procedure. Mechanically, its use requires that 
equation 4.4 be computed independently for every M-tuple in A, as opposed to the 
unconstrained classification procedure where A = flM. However, a greater difficulty 
lies in actually determing which M-tuples should be in A. This set is highly problem 
dependent, its determination requiring significant knowledge of the scene being
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classified. Such a reservoir of prior information is unlikely to exist in most cases, and, 
in its absence, A is virtually impossible to construct.
• -.'to order to render the approach more tractable, one simplification is to 
reformulate the global semantic constraints as interlocking local conditions by 
subdividing the image into overlapping units or neighborhoods. We will call the set of
all such neighborhoods T.
1 Pi? • * * ,1M} (4.5)
Ideally, the local constraints are projections of A onto the elements of T, i.e.
^ = Aj . (4.6)
where, for each m-tuple in A, R extracts the 5-tuple which corresponds to the pixels in 
the neighborhood centered on pixel j. Hence, Aj f fi5 is the set of local constraints 
relevant to Ij obtained from A. However, considering the discussion above on the 
difficulty in creating A, a more realistic view is that A is actually constructed from the 
locally defined constraint sets Aj.
With this restructuring of semantic constraints, we formulate a global loss L0 
defined in terms of partial losses: ^
Lq^Zj, . . . ,zM),(ti, . . . , tM)) - ^I]Lj((Zjj,...,Zj5),(tjl,...,tj5)) (4.7)
Again, the Bayesian strategy minimizes the expected value, under the ”0-1” loss 
function, over the entire scene by choosing the interpretation (z*, . • ,Zm)cA which, 
at every point, maximizes the posterior
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E^(fyl> • ' > zj51 ^jl> • • • >^j5) 
Ij£T
- E (n P(xjkjzjk)P(Zjl
I;(T k_1
(4 8)
Since semantic consistency is ensured by the spatial overlap of the neighborhood 
constraints, all labels must be determined simultaneously. This requires either direct 
testing of all possibilities or some form of dynamic programming. While the latter 
technique affords a computational advantage relative to the former, the magnitude of 
this problem remains computationally prohibitive for large scenes.
4.2. Overlapping Sums
A further simplification within the semantic constraint framework is suggested by 
Haralick [Ha3]. He proposes to directly incorporate the contextual constraints into a 
set of overlapping loss functions in such a way as to allow each pixel to be 
independently classified. In this section, we develop a comprehensive decision rule 
based on the arguments in [Ha3].
To define the new loss function on which the decision rule is based, a 
superstructure is established on the Ij’s.
T, = {I,i (•!.!,I) (M)
The set Tq has as its members all neighborhoods which contain the pixel q. For our 
fbur-nearest-neighbor formulation, any pixel is contained in Exactly five 
neighborhoods, so each set Tq has five members. Let
• • •' f ^ q(Zq>^q) (4*10)
qcM '
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where the partial loss Lf q is given by
L q(Zq,tq) J] ° • * j Zj5>^jl> - * - j tjs)
(4.11)
Hence, the global loss is additively composed of M partial losses, one for each pixel
classified. These partial losses are again of the ”0-1” type.
) ' 
The labeling is accomplished through the independent minimization of the
expected value of each element in the summation. This represents a major
simplification since it implicitly assumes that
E{LG{)} = EtSL'^Vq)} S E{L'q(zq,tq)} (4.12)
Further, it is assumed that
=> SE{L,<(2jl,





n p(xji| Zji)P(zji, • • • , Zj5)




nP(Xji| Zji)P(Zji, • • . ,Zjs)
E^qCZytq)} = S SM)} X " 5 ----—} (4.16)
,j£T<A JPPfXjiJ zji>p(zjl,.
. .. Ai
The development presented in |Ha3] is presented differently. However, the resulting 
classification procedures are identical for the two presentations.
The minimum loss under these simplifications is obtained by choosing the 
interpretation (zj*, . . . , Zjs) e Aj for some Aj e Tq such that no other interpretation for 
any neighborhood in Tq has a higher posterior probability (equation 4.16). This 
follows from the fact that Lj() is ”0-1” and that the summation (right side) is 
minimized if its largest addend is removed. The assigned label is 6(Xq) = zq where z* 
corresponds to the appropriate spatial location within the interpretation (zp, . . . , zjs). 
Symbolically,
«(Xq) = {Zq I (3Ij«Tq)(3(Zji, . .. ,Zj*5)«Aj)(\7(Il£cTq)(\7(zk„ . . . , zks)eAk)
HP(Xji[ Zjj)P(zji, . . . , zjs) riP(Xkj| zkj)P(zki, . . . ,zks)
I , :■ :-------- —> 'T )) l11”)
V| II Pix,,! Z;,|I'(,,........... ,js» S( n P(x4i( ^
*j1-1 ■ *.,M
Under the assumption that each configuration is equally likely, the comparison 
condition in the above equation reduces to




Unfortunately, the denominators are not common even when Aj = Ak, so they must 
always be computed.
In this scheme^ the final label for a pixel is chosen from the neighborhood 
structure with the highest posterior probability among all possible neighborhood 
structures in Tq. Since each pixel’s label does not depend on the label of any other 
pixel, the resultant global labeling may have inconsistencies since the global 
constraints can not be enforced.
The Constraint Set
Structural templates based on the naturally occurring contextual configurations 
identified in chapter 3 provide a foundation for the establishment of the contextual 
constraints. The three basic templates appear in figure 3.1a,c and d. Of course, since 
ho specific orientation is implied, rotational isoinorphs are acceptable. Since 3.1c and 
3.1d have 4 different orientations, there are a total of nine possible templates. The
appropriate substitution of information classes into these templates produces a
complete set of local semantic structures. Since we are relying purely on local 
information, we assume that the constraint set is itself invariant from one location to 
another within the scene, i.e., Aj - Ak for all j,k e M. The global constraint set A is
created by the interaction of the local constraints.
When all three templates are used as structural models, the constraint set is 
termed "full”. On those occasions when template SJd is removed from consideration, 
the constraint set is referred to as ’’reduced”. Remember that results in chapter 3 
indicate that template 3.1d accounts for about 10% of the neighborhood occurrences 
in all but the LACIE 1 data set. For this reason, it is appropriate to consider 
classifications without using it since, if nothing else, its use nearly doubles
computation time by increasing the overall template count. As will be seen its
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exclusion also has other performance advantages.
Results
The uniform priors formulation of the overlapping loss function algorithm was 
applied to our Landsat data. The results are compiled in table 4.1 for the full 
constraint set and in table 4.2 for the reduced set. A noncontextual maximum 
likelihood classification is used for comparison.
Table 4.1 Overlapping sum loss with full template set
Overlapping Sum Loss
Context No Context
Data Set overall boundary nonboundary overall boundary nonbound a-ry
LACIE 1 81.6% 74.9% 90.6% 81.4% 74.6% 90.3%
LAC IE 2 77.4% 72.8% 79.7% 76.4% 72.5% 78.3%
Monroe 86.0% 86.0% 86.0% 84.7% 83.9% 85.4%
Tippecanoe 84.7% 80.0% 88.3% 83.4% 78.7% 87.0%
It is only in the data set with the highest percentage of occurrence of the deleted 
structural type neighborhood that the reduction of templates negatively affects 
performance. In all other cases, the smaller constraint set proves to be more effective. 
Apparently, an increase in classification options (more templates) reduces the overall 
effect of constraining the classification by increasing the ways in which 
misclassifications can occur. However, the performance of these particular contextual 
classification procedures falls short of the simpler methods presented in section 2.2.
4.3. Simplified Semantic Formulation
One further simplification ignores the superstructure developed by equation 4.10. 
and concentrates on each neighborhood independently. The global loss becomes


















^g((z'1> • • • > • • v^m)) ;.5jt'i((Zqlv->zqs)>(tql> - • • 9 Zqs))
!==!
(4.19)
Here, the global loss is again composed of a sum of local losses, one for each pixel 
being classified.
Minimizing the expected value of equation 4.19 proceeds by minimizing each 
term independently as with equation 4.13. Since
a■■ v • 9 zis) • • • -v^is))}'''= • (4.20)
/Li()dFZql’ ’ • • ’*^1 ^ • ^(z^, >ZqS )
it follows that
n P(Xij| tjjjPfol, ., . ,zis)
E{Li()} = ------ ----------— : (4.21)
Ai S(.np(xij|t1J)p(zil(...(zi5)}
Ai J-1
This last expression is minimized by choosing the interpretation which maximizes the 
posterior distribution. Since the denominator is common to all labeling options, we 
select z*t(Zji’' ’Zjj) where
jMi-ix,,! ... ,*£) >.n p(xu|
for all other interpretations {zlX, . . . , zi5) ( Ar If contextual configurations are 
assumed equally likely, then the contextual priors in the above equation are ignored. 
Unlike the classification procedure in the previous section, only the neighborhood Ij is 
considered when classifying pixel j. Semantic consistency is attempted by determining 
the best classification for all elements in Ij before assigning a label to the i1^ pixel.
Results
Under the uniform contextual priors assumption, this reduced algorithm was 
applied to the Land sat data using both the full (table 4.3) and reduced (table 4.4) 
constraint sets. All data sets, with the exception of LACIE 1, fare better with a 
reduced set of structural templates. This particular result is similar to that reported 
in section 4.2. and tends to confirm the conclusion discussed there. Of more interest is 
the comparison of the overall results of this procedure with those of Ilaralick’s 
overlapping sum formulation. Without exception, this reduced algorithm 
outperformed the previous one, sometimes by a substantial margin. Apparently, for 
this particular type of semantic formulation, there is no advantage to the overlapping 
loss functions. This result is probably attributable to the same phenomenon that 
causes the reduced template set to outperform the full one. The overlapping loss 
function effectively increases the number of ways in which a misclassification can occur
'.'85 ;
relative to this simpler formulation. In fact, the overlapping actually reduces semantic 
consistency by increasing options for classification. Since the classification accuracy 
benefits from strong constraints, their loosening adversely affects performance.
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4.4. Compound Decision Theory
The decision rule of equation 4.22 is quite similar to that obtained through the 
conipOund decision theoretic formulation. In the latter, the semantic constraints are 
replaced entirely by the joint contextual prior for a neighborhood of arbitrary but 
fixed structure. Tilton [Tl] has studied the compound decision theory approach for 
various neighborhood configurations. His work indicates that the primary difficulty in 
implementing the approach lies in estimating the contextual priors themselves. A 
lesser, though still significant, problem is the large number of templates that must be 
considered for the classification of each pixel. Tilton developed a variety of techniques 
for estimating the contextual priors, including a method of constructing an unbiased 
estimate from the class statistics themselves. We propose here a somewhat simpler 
heuristic method which proves as effective as those in [Tl].
In this development, we continue with our five element or four-nearest-neighbor 
neighborhood. Our prior P(zql, . . . , zq5) is the relative frequency with which we 
expect the five events zql through zq5 to occur simultaneously. This joint event can be 
rewritten as
%nzq2nzq3nzq4nzq5 = (zq3nzqi)n(zq3nzq2)n(zq3nzq4)n(zq3nzq5) (4.23)
Under this decomposition, we make an approximation based on knowledge that the 
spatial correlation is stronger between adjacent pixels than for Other spatial groupings. 
We assume that if two pixels are not adjacent then they are effectively independent. 
Hence
P(Zqlv>zq5) P(zq3^ql)P(Zq3>zq2)P(Zq3rzq4)P(zq3>zq5) (4.24)
Under this assumption, the numerator
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_n.p(^j| Zqj)P(zq3,Zqj)P{zq3;Zq2)P(zq3,Zq4)P(Zq3,Zq5) (4.25)
Since P(zq3,zqj) — P(zq3j zqj) P(zqj), this posterior becomes
o
~ Zq<)P( Zq31 )p(Zql)P(Xq3! Zq2)P(zq2)P(zq3| Zq4)P( Vi)P(Zq3 | ZqS)P(zqS)
Rearranging terms and noting that P(Xqi| zqi) P(zqi) — P(Xqj,zqi) yields
Finally, the joint probability P(Xqi,zqi) is decomposed as P(zqi| Xqi)P(Xqj)
-p(Xq3| Zqi)P(zqiJ Xqj)P(Xqj) (4.25)
This final equation is ia ideal form for dynamic programming solution. By maximizing 
each support term P(zq3| zqi)P(zqi| Xqi) for i = 1,2,4,5 over all zq3 f 0, 'a. support 
product is established for each center pixel label option. A final maximum then only 
requires comparison of the product of each support maximum with the appropriate 
center pixel probability. Each term in the product can be maximized independently 
for each center pixel label option. Thus, the Zi satisfying the condition
WiM>/ V (4.26)
is the assigned label for pixel i. This dynamic programming procedure, made possible 
by the simplification of the contextual priors, is faster than the procedures in [Til,
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both with respect to priors estimation and classification.
The compatibility coefficients, P(zj|zj), may be established in either of two ways. 
One method is presented in section 2.5 during the discussion about probabilistic label 
relaxation. It is the appropriate procedure for Tilton’s unbiased priors estimator, 
although we are inclined not to use his estimation method here due to its 
computational requirements. The second method, referred to by Tilton as the ground 
truth guided method (gtgm), simply establishes relative frequencies of occurrence using 
a portion of the available ground truth.
Results
Since this compound decision method is developed as a simplified 
procedure, it will be compared to results he obtained. This limits us to data sets 
common to both research programs, namely the Tippecanoe and Monroe scenes. 
Table 4.5 presents these comparative results. The first three columns tabulate results 
when only posterior data is used for contextual priors estimation. Tilton’s first 
procedure (Tl) is based on the unbiased estimator he developed. His second procedure 
is an adaptive version of (Tl), where a 6x6 cell is used to estimate the priors at each 
point in the classification. Our estimator is the rather simple technique discussed in 
section 2.5 (Gl). The procedures TG and GG are ’’ground truth guided” in that the 
contextual prior probabilities which they use are derived directly from the available 
ground truth.
When compared with a maximum likelihood noncontextual classification, nearly 
all of these procedures register impressive accuracy gains. The primary difference lies 
in computation efficiency. The methods (Tl) and (T2) require 2526 seconds and 5832 
seconds respectively to process a 50 by 50 pixel area, whereas the methods developed 
in this section used only 127 seconds of CPU time (GG) and 135 seconds (Gl). This is 
a substantial savings without any performance degredation. In the Tippecanoe case, 
performance actually improved.
The compound decision procedure Gl requires considerably more computation 
time than does T2(X). In the experiments performed here, the accuracies of the two 
procedures are comparable, however, Gl does not rely as heavily on an a priori
modeling scheme. It is thus probable that the compound decision theory approach 
will prove more robust with respect to various data sets than will T2(X). Of course, if 
computation speed is the primary classification consideration, T2(X) performed very 
well in most of the experiments and never performed below the level of the 
noncontextual classifications.
Table 4.5. Comparison of compound decision theory techniques
Comparison
Data Set (Tl) (T2) (Gl) (TG) (GG)
Tippecanoe 86.2 86.9 89.1 • 88.7 88.9
Monroe , 84.4 88.9 87.4 89.5 89.9
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CHAPTER 5
COMBINING INDEPENDENT CERTAINTY INFORMATION
In the previous three chapters, we were concerned with the use of spatial context 
to enhance classification accuracy. Our emphasis now shifts to the problem of 
combining certainty information derived from different sources. The investigation in 
this chapter suggests a general methodology for this problem.
5.1 Types of Certainty Information
Data pertinent to ground cover classification can be divided into three broad 
categories. This division is based on differences in the degree of certainty with which 
a picture element can be classified using the data.
The first major category we call pre-emptive data. This is data known to identify 
specific information classes in a scene. For instance, roadway and waterway maps 
provide information on these two cultural features which need only be transferred 
directly to a classification map if they are among the classes of interest. Similarly, in 
any final classification, the training data should be correctly labeled. The primary 
problem with the use of this data is in registering it properly on the final map.
The second mayor data type is composed of primary data. This is the data type 
•which is the subject of most classification theory and analysis and encompasses all 
remotely sensed image data from devices such as multispectral scanners, forward 
looking infrared scanners, and synthetic aperture radar. These data generally provide 
information about reflectance or emission characteristics of the ground cover classes. 
This type of data has been extensively modeled mathematically and a large body of 
remote sensing and pattern recognition literature deals with it.
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The third data type is supporting data. This data might include such items as 
hydrologic, soil, elevation or slope/aspect information if the classification problem is 
the identification of vegetation ground cover. These data may not, of themselves, be 
sufficient to establish a reliable classification, but they can contribute a measure of 
reinforcement ( positive or negative ) to labelings established with the primary data.
Methods for their effective use are an area of active research.
5.2 Probleni StateiEeiit and Background
Of particular interest ia combining posterior probabilities (certainties) derived 
from different primary sources. Such a problem may be occassioned simply by 
separate analysis of diverse data Purees. However, it might also arise due to an 
inability to train a conventional statistical classifier because of insufficient training 
data o, because the model for joint statistical relations among various data sources is 
unknown. The direct combination of certainties has not been much studied; research 
efforts focus primarily on areas such as human decision making processes [Cl][El][ZilJ.
One mathematical approach to use of secondary data that has been applied in 
remote sensing is supervised probabilistic relaxation labeling [Ri3J It i, a modification 
of the technique discussed in section 2.4, and uses the basic relaxation equations 2.33
and 2.34, but introduces the additional modification of the label probabilities at each
iteration"--'"'-. ■ •
Pl'M X)+ = pl(k,| X)|l + dfnd(Xj)
(SI)
followed by a normalization. Secondary data supports the label through the 
term, where the d(kj) is a normalizid measure, such as a posterior 
probability. Since there are n classes, if it**,) > I, i, indicates support for increasing 
the label probability of V The weighting constant f determines the influence the 
secondary data exerts in any iteration. Unlike the p(X,), which are initially established 
by a primary data source, the secondary data factors d(X;) are assumed to be static, 
that is, they do not vary from iteration to iteration. Additionally, ,h. ancilliary data’ 
are assumed to be equally applicable to each class m, as the value of 0 i, generally
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fbced. Establishing different /?s for different classes is a current research area,
A second approach that can be used to combine certainty information is the 
layered classifier. Originally investigated as a method of increasing classification speed 
and accuracy for problems with many features[S3], it also provides a framework for 
combining data. The basic procedure analyzes a classification problem to determine 
some minimum number of features and classification steps which are most effective in 
separating the various information classes. For example, in the problem of figure 5.1a, 
the; layered scheme depicted by the decision tree in figure 5.1b is a possibility, The 
classification boundaries established by this tree are shown in figure 5.1a. Hence, 
feature Xx distinguishes u/3 from ojx and u>2j then, if necessary, X2 is used to make the 
determination between and uj2.
This simple problem illustrates the basic concept of the layered classifier. The 
deter min ation of the optim al cl assifi c ation tree for an arbitrary classification-', is an 
extremely complex problem [Wu], When all data interactions are known and there are 
sufficient training data for a conventional classifier, the principle adyantage of the 
layered classifier is in the reduction of the number of features required at any node 
and the corresponding increase in classification speed. However, another aspect of the 
layered classifier is that it can be used to combine information from sources whose 
interactions with each other are not known precisely.[Hoi]
5.3 Data Set Generation and Simple Experiments
In order to explore approaches to combining data sources, we generated data sets 
from the Tippecanoe and LACIE 2 multispectral image data by removing the infrared 
channel from the two visible channels. This resulted in two ”separate” data sets for 
each of these scenes, Spectral class statistics for each setWere obtained by 
decomposing the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the spectral classes 
previously associated with the scenes. For this investigation, we will treat these data 
as though they were independently collected and analyzed.
When each scene is classified on the basis of either the visible or infrared data 
alone, the results in table 5,1 are obtained. If the primary data are assumed to be 
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Figure 5.1b Decision tree







where the visible and infrared measurement vectors are denoted by Xv and XR 
respectively. The denominator need not be computed for classification purposes since 
it is common to all the posterior probabilities for a given measurement (Xv>Xr). 
When equation 5.2 is used to combine the visible and infrared data, for Tippecanoe 
and LACIE 2, the results at the bottom of table 5.1 are generated. The overall 
accuracy is well below that for all four channels in the case of Tippecanoe but exceeds 
the four channel result for LACIE 2. This latter result indicates that the four channel 
statistical model used to classify the original LACIE 2 image did not characterize the
classes very well.





All Channels 83.4% 76.4%
Visible Channels 58.5% 75.0%
Infrared Channel 55.1% 59.2%
Equation 5.2 66.0% 81.8%
Instead, if we rely on a weighted addition or support procedure such as that 
suggested by Supervised probabilistic relaxation labeling, but without iteration, we 
achieve a new certainty vector by combining the data according to
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7r(Xv,XR) - 7'(XV)[1 + fii(XR) - i-] ^
assuming n information classes. The value of 0.25 for $ is suggested by a previous 
paper[Ri3], and the result in the top part of table 5.2 is achieved using it. Another 
combination possibility is to use the infrared channel as the primary data source and 
treat the visible data as the secondary or support channel in equation 5.3. If this is
done using the same then the second result in table 5.2 is obtained. Clearly we
achieve higher classification accuracies by using the visible data as the primary data
source. It is also true that the visible data is more accurate overall than is the 
infrared for classification.













5 4 General Incorporation Procedure
In order to combine t»o set, of certainty, »e need to establish their 
clarification effectiveness relative to each other, and »e need an indication of the 
strength of their individual clarification decisions. We can use an odds ratio to fill 
the latter requirement and »e .ill introduce a credibility ratio to deal with the former.
Odds Ratio
The pairwise likelihood or odds ratio is defined as
,, . _ pPO,) _ p(x,|x)P(x)
0 pfXyXj) rt.\Jx')P(X|
_ pNx) _ V(X) |5 4)
' P<Xj|X) ii(X)
This binary class relationship establishes the relative likelihood that an observation X 
is either from X; or from Xj. Hence, if g(Xj,Xj,X) = 4.0, then it is four times as likely 
that the measurement X is from a Xj pixel than a Xj pixel. A value of g(X;,Xj,X) — 2.0 
still indicates that the feature X considers Xj more likely than Xj, but it is less 
emphatic than the value of 4.0. If our only measurement is X, we classify a pixel 
based on the outcome of the likelihood ratios for all information class pairs. Hence, 
there exists a XjeA such that p(X;| X)>p(Xj| X) for all XjeA and the classification label
for this pixel is Xj,
Credibility Ratio
The credibility ratio is suggested by the feature selection procedure in the layered 
classifier. When the decision is being made as to the choice of data channels to use at 
a particular node of the layered classifier decision tree, the statistical separability of 
the classes not yet distinguished are analyzed. [S3] Those features for which the classes 
are widely separated are incorporated into the decision process at that node, whereas 
those features which do not separate the classes as well are excluded.
In the absence of a statistical model, we have no way of determining the relative 
separability of the classes from an analytical standpoint. However, by classifying the 
training data, we are able to estimate the relative separability of the information 
classes for each certainty measure. These classification results are presented in figures 
5.3-5.6 in the form of confusion matrices, which display not only accuracies, but also 
the nature of the errors. For instance, the first line in figure 5.3 indicates that, of the 
390 agriculture class pixels, 85 are misclassified as urban and 44 as water. For the
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Tippecanoe data set, the confusion matrices are shown in tables 5.3 and 5.4 for
dassiacations based on the visible and infrared data, respectively. The confusion 
matrices for LACIE 2 appear in tables 5.5 and 5.0
Based on overall accuracy for Tippecanoe, the visible data is slightly superior 
(table 5.1), but this result is misleading since it relies on superiority in recognising the 
, urban class (table, 5.3 ft 5.4). For the remaining classes, the infrared is superior fo, 
dass,Station. On LACIE 2, infrared is a superior data set only in clarifying
The data in the confusion matrices give a picture of overall accuracy, but they do
not give sufficient information to determine the ability of the individual certainty 
measures, T(XV) and r(XR), to separate the various classes. Instead, we rely on a 
series of limited das,Mentions. For example, to determine how well the visible and 
infrared certainties separate classes X, and Xp we classify the. data in the image into 
only classes X, and Xp and then evaluate the result over the training data for the two 
classes. The credibility ratio i, defined as the ratio of the accuracy of the infrared 
data classification to the accuracy of the visible data classification. If the classes were 
x, and X2 in the Tippecanoe image, then, M shown in table 5.7, the. visible data 
correctly separates the*, classes 61.5% of the time while the infrared based 
classification is correct in 47.4% of all cases. The resulting credibility ratio for these 
dirnses, d1/2, is 47.4/81.5 = 0.771 indicating that the infrared characterisation is 
accurate about 77% as often a, the visible characterisation for this class pair. The
data for all class pairs are given in tables 5:7 and 5.8,
Table 5.3 Confusion matrix for Tippecanoe using visible data













390 261 85 0 ' 44 66.9%
X2
Urban
515 203 280 18 14 54.4%
^3
Trees
200 25 i9 156 ■ 0 78.0%
X4
Water
47 . 45 1 0 2.1% ;
Table 5.4 Confusion matrix for Tippecanoe using infrared data










390 268 118 3 1 V 68.7%
X2
Urban
515 243 211 55 6 41.0%
' f X3
Trees
200 20 3 , 177 ,. 0 88.5%
- >4 ■
Water
' ; 47 ' .' 0 3 0 443 93.6%
Table 5.5 Confusion matrix for LAC IE 2 using visible data







Pasture 574 494 31 49 86.1%
x2
Wheat 93 30 39 24 41.9%
x3
Corn 213 \ 44 53 116 54.5%
using infrared data







Pasture 574., 378 166 30 67.9%
x2
Wheat 93 ..■■■ 27 59 . 7 63.4%
^3
Corn 213 2 13 198 93.0%
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Table 5.7 Pairwise accuracies for Tippecanoe
Pairwise Accuracies for Tippecanoe
Class Pair Visible Infrared 0
^lA.2. 61.5% 47.4% 0.771
X1A3 90.6% ; 92.2% 1.018
X1A4 63.0% 98.4% 1.562
X2,X3 93.8% 81.8% 0.872
x2,x4 71.5% 98.4% 1.376
X3,X4 96.3% 99.8% 1.036
Table 5.8 Pairwise accuracies for LACIE 2
Pairwise Accuracies for LACIE 2
Class Pair Visible Infrared v;;-. P
Xi,X2 85.9% 54.2% 0.516
Xi,X3 87.0% ; 89.4% , 1.028
x2,x3 64.5% 91.9% 1.425
Schemata
If we classify simply on the basis of T(XV) or r(XR) we achieve accuracies of 
58.5'% arid 75.0% for Tippecanoe and LACIE 2 respectively. By combining the data 
by direct multiplication, we create a new ratio




This multiplication is identical to assuming that the certainties, which are 
posterior probabilities here, are statistically independent and that r(Xy) and T(XR) are 
equally relevant to the classification problem at hand. However, if, instead of the 
infrared channel, we use a second data source consisting of random certainty values, 
we should expect a decrease in accuracy due to the noise introduced by this second
meanest if we use it fn Caseation. HoweWi ,f ^ wejgtt eKh ^ rM.o ^ ^
” CM eXC'Ude nSele’s data «*.- *» random input just described
“'.7 data 7rCe ‘ ;«* * reasonab ble approach i, to change
^ntia odds ratio so that the infrared contribution is modified as a function of
% This can be accomplished by defining a modified ratio as
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?AiAj>XV,XR,#yj) = 4h>hX*)m^>hm if g(Xj,Xj,XR) > 1.0 
min{ % if g(^iAj,XR) < ,UM)
•« thi, ucuation, the dpgree to which the infrared data favor, either X, or X2 is
increase .to reflect the higher accuracy of the infrared classificatiou when 0ir >
• “* '■ -
Pi/i g(\,Xj,XR) > gfX^XjrXa) > 1.0, or X; receives 
I J greater support since
When the infrared data is judged to be less
accurate than the visible data for Cassation, i.e. *, < ,.0, then the effect of
giX..X,,Xv,Xk-f: I ,s reduced by using a multiplier closer to unity than
eo^.uf.redddsratm. If the infrared data source were completely incredible,
^.pher of .. effectively eliminates it from affecting the ffna, va,ue in’
dd dassifca“'"> -Bder the rule originally described for
, ra«.„„ the results in table 5.9 are obtained for Tippecanoe and LACIE 2 These
™.are superior ,o those obtained by simple multiplication in table 5.9 and
“count 't i' ;adV“‘aSe°“’ t» ‘a>* relative accuracies of the d,ta source, into
By way of exploring methods for combining certainty information, some recent 
research indicates that in some decision procedures, humans combine data throughThe
-cff r,eMedgeometHc means. ,Zi., A modified odds ratio using a ratio of weighted
geometric means is .
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gG(XilXj)Xv,XR^i/j) = gtXi.X^XvJ^XiAj-XR)]^1^ ; i (5.7)
This procedure yields the third set of results in table 5.9. It achieves accuracies which 
are better than direct multiplication, but, in these data, does not achieve the accuracy 
of the previous procedure.
Table 5.9 Comparison of global and pairwise accuracies
Comparison of Global and Pairwise Accuracies
i ■
Tippecanoe L AC IE 2
Equation 5.2 66.0% 81.8%
Equation 5.6 67.6% 83.4%
Equation 5.7 66.9% 83.0%
5.5 Extended Experiment
In section 5.4, we combined r(Xv) and P(XR). Here, we will use, as our primary 
data source, T^Xy)- This will allow us to incorporate spatial context into our 
classification. The class pairwise accuracies are in tables 5.10 and 5.11. Following the 
procedures outlined in the previous section, we achieve the classification accuracies in 
table 5.12. The incorporation of spatial context further improved the classification 
results. In this particular case, the weighted geometric mean achieved a greater 
accuracy improvement than did the Weighted multiplicative sequence (equation 5.6) for 
LAG IE 2. '
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Table 5.10 Pairwise accuracies for Tippecanoe
Pairwise Accuracies for Tippecanoe

























Table 5.11 Pairwise accuracies for LACIE 2
Pairwise Accuracies for LACIE 2
Class Pair T2(Xv) Infrared 0
y - ‘ y
80.9% 54.2% 0.624
AijAa V 94.2% ; ■ 89.4%' ; 0.949
^2^3 71.9% 91.9% 1.278
Table 5.12 Comparative accuracies




Equation 5.0 71.6% 84.0%
Equation 5.7 ;; 70.7% 85.5%
5.6 Conclusion
The precise nature of the interactions among the certainties from different 
sources is problem-dependent; and quite complex. The procedures presented in this
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In the course of this research, we developed several efficient contextual measures 
which significantly improved classification accuracies over those obtained using a 
noncontextual classifier. The measure T2(X), computationally the simplest developed 
in this research, was also one of the most effective in exploiting neighborhood context. 
This measure improved overall classification accuracies over noncontextual results, 
and, despite its underlying homogeneous neighborhood assumption, it did not reduce 
boundary pixel accuracies. The heirarchical classifier developed in chapter 3 exploited 
the strength of T2(X) while providing a mechanism to switch to another contextual 
procedure if the performance of T2(X) was doubtful.
We also developed an iterative contextual measure in chapter 2, which based its 
contextual support value on a metric in the label probability space. This method 
proved competitive to probabilistic relaxation labeling in accuracy, but achieved its 
greatest accuracy with fewer iterations. It also required fewer computations per 
iteration than probabilistic relaxation labeling.
In chapter 4, following a suggestion of Haralick’s [H3], context was incorporated 
into a Bayesian decision framework through semantic constraints. A simplified version 
of the procedure in [H3], developed by us, achieved better accuracies using our 
template library than did the original algorithm. We also established an approximate 
method of estimating the contextual priors required by the compound decision theory 
approach of Tilton [Tl]. Using the simplified priors, the compound decision theory 
approach was structured into a dynamic programming procedure. The combination of 
a simplified contextual priors estimator and a dynamic programming formulation 
reduced computation time by more than an order of magnitude relative to the method
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described in [Tl] without affecting classification accuracies.
Finally, m chapter 5, we proposed a general method for combining label 
probabilities from different sources. Our method incorporated both the label 
probabilities and their individual classification accuracies into the final classification. 
The procedure proved superior in classification performance to either data source used 
independently or to their multiplicative combination.
Of the many spatial context procedures, no particular method of incorporation is 
best in all situations. Two of the procedures, namely T2(X) and the compound 
decision theory formulation, do emerge as good general-purpose methods. The basic 
advantages of T2(X) lie in its rapid computation and its usually substantial accuracy 
improvement over noncontextual results. However, if computation speed is not an 
overriding concern, the compound decision theory approach described in chapter 5 is a 
highly accurate classification procedure. Unlike T2(X), which relies on a simple a 
priori model of local Structure, the compound decision theory approach derives the 
statistical parameters for its Context model directly from the label probabilities. This 
type of modeling should be more robust than the simple homogeneous field 
assumption. Either of these techniques can be directly applied to operational thematic
mapping , problems with an excellent expectation of improved classification 
performance.
The remaining context incorporation schemata in this report generally require 
ground truth. If fairly extensive ground truth is available, the measure XG2(X) proved 
quite effective in improving overall classification performance. Other procedures 
performed less well. The iterative dynamic Weighting method showed promise in 
improving classification accuracies, but further research on determining appropriate 
values Of 0 and on developing stopping conditions is necessary before the procedure 
can be reliably used. As for the data combination techniques, they primarily indicate 
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This appendix presents the ground truth maps for the four data sets used in this 
research. The legend is:






a alfalfa (LAC IE)
pasture
The blank areas on the maps which follow indicate areas for which either ground 
truth is not available, or are ground cover classes which were not characterized in the 
original classification statistics.
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Figure A.4 Monroe ground truth map
